Local Road Safety Training  
March 10, 2021  
Sacramento

**Morning of Day one (8:30 am – 11:30 am)**

8:30 – 8:45  Introduction and Poll Questions (Robert and Ken)
8:45 – 9:35  Ped/Bike Countermeasures (Maria and Steve)
9:35 – 9:45  Break
9:45 – 10:35 Roadway Departure Countermeasures (Robert and Ken)
10:35 – 10:45 Break
10:45 – 11:25 Intersection Countermeasures (Ivy and Steve)
11:25 – 11:30 Questions and Morning Closeout (Robert and Ken)

11:30 – 12:30 Lunch Break

**Afternoon of Day one (12:30 pm – 3:30 pm)**

12:30 – 12:40 Introduction to Afternoon Session (Robert and Ken)
12:40 – 1:45 Local Road Safety Plans (Robert/Ken/Hillary)
1:45 – 1:55 Break
1:55 – 2:30 Road Safety Audits (Ken)
2:30 – 2:40 Break
2:40 – 3:25 Incremental and Systemic Approach (Ken/Ivy/Robert)
3:25 – 3:30 Questions and Afternoon Closeout (Robert and Ken)

*Session times to include Q and A’s*